About Google

Exploring Google earth is becoming an enjoying job for me. After I get an area I am looking for, the layers e.g. 3D building, panoramio photos, road network, may be selected to enrich my findings. One of layers is Ocean. Here we can explore the ocean, ocean sports, animal tracking locations and others. We can simply select a feature we are interested in then the related information will appear.

Having success with Google map and Google Earth that provides many features, the great Google announced that it’s been building robotic cars that have been driving themselves (see the picture). This self-driving car is equipped with video cameras, radar sensors and a laser range finder to “see” other traffic, as well as detailed maps. This technology supplies Google’s data centers huge data and information required for further processes. For the detail info please visit


Others from Google:

If you want to see where the missions of Apollo Program landed in the moon you may visit [http://www.google.com/moon/](http://www.google.com/moon/)

Enjoy... :)